


Car RC Monster
Truck, Four Wheel
Drive

2.4 GHZ remote control rock crawler truck with 4 Wheel Drive, high power and superior
suspension
Amazing crawling technology and strong shocks makes it easy to use on rugged roads or
off road and climbing over pebbles and large stones without effecting its performance
The rubber tires, tire rubber material is made of high quality.
Solid frame chassis, high strength composite plastic is impact resistant to help protect the
crawler 4 wheel drive makes it possible to drive on any road condition without getting
stuck on larger obstacles along the way
Rechargeable batteries for the car and 3 aa batteries for the 24g transmitter, charger are
included. Please Note, design and specifications may vary from illustrations



RC Cars Off-Road
Rock Crawler Truck

Fast car can move in all directions, with its front/back anti-collision grille, Made of
premium ABS plastic and non-toxic explosion-proof PVC, this racing car is safe to play for
kids.
This Truck comes with four suspension springs,to prevent damages caused by the
vibration effectively,better protect the electronic components in the toy
Solid frame chassis, high strength composite plastic is impact resistant to help protect the
crawler 4 wheel drive makes it possible to drive on any road condition without getting
stuck on larger obstacles along the way
Oversize tires makes it easy to use in mud, shallow water, grass, paving or off road
Battery Information - 3.6v AA Battery required for rock crawler (INCLUDED) 2x1.5V AA
Battery Required for Remote



Remote Control Car
RC Stunt

360 DEGREE SPINNING & FLIPPING --Amazing 360 degree front wheel rotation designed,
make it easily to flips and spin at any angles and perform all kinds of cool stunt action
such as move forward, backward, front left reverse,right reverse, upright 90 degree walking
like robot and more ways waiting for you to explore!!
HIGH MATERIAL & SPEED --Made by high quality plastic and rubber, firm and durable car
body with more crash worthiness.
EASY CONTROL & SMALL SIZE --LATEST radio remote control system can rapid response
by joy stick. Small size & Light weight RC racing car is easy to carry out, and a great
Birthday, Christmas gifts for Children.
MORE THAN PLAYING --The unique control method can well exercise a variety of abilities
of your kids,such as attention, sence of space, and control ability, etc. Learning while
playing, that is a nice gift for Children.



Chargebal Racing
Car for Kids

Innovative Design: Nice Color And Good Design Of The Car. Size Of The Car Is Around 7
Inches Wide.
2 AA Batteries Required For Remote (NOT INCLUDED)
4 Function Remote Control Car : Forward, Backward (Shipped In Random Color)



Toy car Die-Cast 4
Wheel Drive Metal

Cartoon R/C Race Car
Radio



Lamborghini 1: 20 Door
Opening Car wit

Door opening and closing controlled by remote; 1: 20 scale
Full Functions – Moves forward, back, left & turn right
Detailed interiors and classy rims; attractive color combination
For car: Rechargeable Battery with charger included; For remote: required 2 * AA batteries:
not included



Mini RC Stunt car Electric 

Amazing 360 degree front wheel rotation designed, make it easily to flips and spin at any
angles and perform all kinds of cool stunt action such as move forward, backward, front
left reverse,right reverse, upright 90 degress walking like robert and more ways waiting for
you to explore!!
Cool light a Equipped with specific radio control and accurate signal receiver built-in
inside, make it easier for the toddlers kids to control the stunt car in the long distance and
available for them to play and learn by them selves music effect, and with pleasant music.
Made of Hard ABS plastic, firm and durable car body to play with. What's more, this RC
vehicles is lightweight and proper size to store and carry with, your kids can play it
anywhere and anytime they like



RC Car Remote Control
Stunt Car, 4WD

360° ROTATING STUNT: Double sides running, moving forward, backward, turning left,
right, 360 degree tumbling flip for different playing experience on this electric remote
control stunt car. You can control the rc cars for kids in any direction with its remote
controller.
2.4GHZ ANTI-INTERFERENCE CONTROL: With 2.4GHz interference-free control frequency,
the high speed 7KMH rc toy car enables multiple rc stunt cars to race together at the same
time and place for about 40 meters remote control.
4 ORIGINAL BATTERIES: Equipped with two 3.7V 500 mAh rechargeable batteries for
remote control truck, supporting this rc cars for boys playing about 22 mins for each
battery. And attaches with two 1.5V AA batteries for rc controller, making this racing RC
vehicle ready to run when you receive 2.4Ghz rc racing car.
2 MOTORS : Featured with 2 motors, 1/28 scale 4WD rechargeable car toy runs fast, and it
will be bright when moving in the day. Creating endless fun to kids.



RC Car Remote Control
Stunt Car, 4WD

1:16 scale; rechargeable battery, 2.4GHz control
Transforms automatically from car to robot or from robot to car when you hit the button
on the remote control
LED headlights with exciting sounds when you speed up, play forward, backward, turn left
and turn right



Racing Car Set
Rechargeable Lighting

Material: The car toy is made of plastic
Design: The mini remote control toy in excavator design is realistic and creative
Single Size: Kids vehicle toy: L*W*H: 7*3*2.5cm(2.76*1.18*0.98in), can: D*L:
6.5*12.8cm(2.56*5.04in)
Application: Playing the remote control car toy is so fun for your kid, and he will love it
Function: The light function makes this RC car special and attractive to kids
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